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SD – DHS Video Study Guide 
*VIDEO 3: CHOICES &

Family Support 360 Services 
This Video Review-Study Guide* provides a complete companion guide for you to optionally 
study and take notes on. It includes a transcript of the audio narration, as well as Selected 
PowerPoint ‘Study-Guide Frames’ from the Video (note that not all video scenes are included or 
reproduced fully). 

Also note that this is not the training presentation itself, but rather a supplement to the actual 
video training presentation – please refer to the video when training or learning about this topic. 

Your Name: ___________________________________________________________ 

Date:   _________________________________________ 

If you have questions about eligibility for CHOICES or Family Support 360, please contact an 
Intake Specialist with the Division of Developmental Disabilities by calling 605-773-3438, or toll 
free 1-833-663-9673 or send an email to DDDIntakeProcess@state.sd.us.  
You can also find additional information by visiting 
https://dhs.sd.gov/developmentaldisabilities/providerresources.aspx 

My Follow-Up Notes – 

Ideas/Questions or Reflections:   
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

mailto:DDDIntakeProcess@state.sd.us
https://dhs.sd.gov/developmentaldisabilities/providerresources.aspx
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Narration: 

Hello! This video is presented to you through a partnership between the South Dakota Division of Developmental Disabilities 
(DDD) and the South Dakota Community of Practice for Supporting Families. 
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Narration: 

We know how hard it can be to learn about different kinds of supports available to you and/or your family member.  
In this video, we will walk you through the services offered through our two primary service programs – CHOICES and Family 
Support 360. 
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Narration: 

The word “support” is likely to bring to mind specific services a person may need. But when you look closer, you see there are 
three kinds of support that ALL people need and use in their everyday life. Discovery and Navigation, Connecting and 
Networking, Goods and Services. 

Let's explore each one of these buckets of support. 
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Narration: 

Discovery and Navigation - People need to know where they can learn more and get the skills they need as they work through 

something new… get a diagnosis, or move to a new life stage.   

This could be through reading articles, listening to podcasts or audiobooks, or going to classes or training about a certain 

topic.  

People also need to know how to navigate services and supports. 

Narration: 

Discovery and Navigation  
DDD offers services to people across all life stages. 

Family Support 360 offers services to people from infancy to end of life. CHOICES offers services primarily from transition to 
adulthood through end of life, although some CHOICES providers offer services to school-age people as well. 
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Narration: 

Connections & Partnerships  
None of us exist in isolation. 
At some point in our lives, we all have a need to connect with someone else who can relate to what we are going through.  We 
can relate to them either because they have “been there, done that” or are dealing with similar issues right now. Connecting 
to other people supports mental health and builds our confidence to make decisions.   
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Narration: 

Goods and Services  
All people rely on real goods and services available in the community. Gas stations, hair stylists, dentists, grocery stores and 
more are things we need on a day-to-day basis. For people with an intellectual or developmental disability and their families, 
there may be even more goods and services needed to help the person and family live their good life. 
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Narration: 

In this video, we will focus on the two main programs offered by the South Dakota Division of Developmental Disabilities 
(known as DDD). CHOICES and Family Support 360 are programs that offer a variety of goods and services. We’ll explain how 
they are alike and different and why someone may choose one over the other. 
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Narration: 

Both CHOICES and Family Support 360 are Medicaid Home and Community Based Services waivers – often called HCBS 
waivers.  
DDD oversees the services provided through these waivers, or programs. DDD also reports to the South Dakota State 
Medicaid Agency. 
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Narration: 

In South Dakota, the state Medicaid Agency is the Department of Social Services.  
The Department of Social Services oversees how DDD runs the waivers.  
They approve funding from the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS). They also make sure the rules about the 
waivers are being followed.  
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Narration: 

The term “waiver” means that CMS gives a “waiver”, or exception, to South Dakota for a Medicaid requirement called 
‘Comparability.’  
Comparability means that services are provided in an equal way to all people who receive Medicaid.  
Because CHOICES and Family Support 360 are programs that are just for people in South Dakota who have ID/DD, the state 
has to have approval from CMS to waive the Comparability requirements to only serve people with intellectual and 
developmental disabilities through CHOICES and Family Support 360. 
It is important to understand that you have to be eligible for Medicaid to be on a Medicaid waiver.  
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Narration: 

CHOICES and Family Support 360 are funded by federal Medicaid funds as well as SD taxpayer dollars.  
That means there are certain rules that DDD and providers of these services must follow. These rules are spelled out in the 
waiver, Administrative Rule of South Dakota, and through policies. 
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Narration: 

CHOICES waiver services are provided by: 
4 Case Management providers – each offers services in one or more of the four regions in South Dakota.  
You can learn more about which providers are available in your region, and the 20 Community support providers in the video 
titled “Selecting a CHOICES Provider.” 
CHOICES is commonly referred to as our comprehensive waiver. 
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Narration: 

Every person who gets the CHOICES waiver services receives support from a case manager.  
Case managers support people by helping them develop a person-centered individualized support plan often called the ISP.   

Case managers also help advocate for a person to make choices and be as independent as they can. 
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Narration: 

The CHOICES waiver includes residential services for people with a wide range of support needs.  
Some people might need around the clock supports while others need fewer supports in their own home.  
Shared Living is a residential service offered through CHOICES. 
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Narration: 

Residential services include help with many different day-to-day activities.  
The type of services depends on the skills, abilities, and goals of the person. Services might include assistance with personal 
care and hygiene, household and simple home care tasks, shopping, cooking, and money management.  
Residential services also include the chance to learn skills related to communication, recreation, safety, and behavioral 
supports. 
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Narration: 

CHOICES also offers day services. Day services support people to have meaningful life experiences.  
These services are often leisure and recreation activities that help people get, keep, or build on their skills.   
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Narration: 

There are several employment related services available through CHOICES. Career exploration services help people to 
identify and develop skills that will help them find jobs. Supported employment services include coaching and support to help 
get and keep a job.  These services can be both individual and group. 
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Narration: 

The CHOICES waiver also has services to address healthy living.  
Nursing services include screening and assessments, monitoring of medical care, and health education and prevention.  
Medical equipment and drugs service covers devices or controls that help people to increase or maintain their ability to 
perform activities of daily living.  This includes things like bathing, eating, and getting dressed. Other medically related 
services include direct therapies not covered by Medicaid that are authorized by specialized professionals. 
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Narration: 

We’ve been talking about the CHOICEs program so far… now we’d like to tell you about the Family Support 360 Waiver 
program. 
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Narration: 

Family Support 360 supports people of all ages who are living independently or with their families. Services are provided in 
the community and home but do not include round-the-clock support.  
Self-direction lets people decide how, when, and from whom their services and supports are delivered. This means the 
person or family is responsible for recruiting, hiring and training people to deliver specific services and negotiating wages and 
schedules. 

More information about self-direction is included in another video titled “All About Self-Direction” 
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Narration: 

There are 4 self-directed services offered through the Family Support 360 waiver. They are personal care, respite care, 
companion care, and supported employment. 
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Narration: 

All Family Support 360 participants receive service coordination from a Family Support Coordinator. There are 8 providers of 
Family Support 360 waiver services.  
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Narration: 

Each provider employs Family Support Coordinators who are located across the entire state of South Dakota.  
Family Support Coordinators help people navigate both paid and unpaid services and supports. Their role is to support 
people to create a person-centered individualized support plan and help advocate for a person to exercise individual choice 
and independence. 
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Narration: 

Companion care services support people to develop independent living skills in their home or communities. (Community 
Living graphic icon) 
Supported employment services help people get and keep paid employment in community settings.  (Daily Life and 
Employment icon) 
Personal care services help people to do tasks like eating, bathing, and personal hygiene by giving hands-on assistance. 
(Healthy Living icon) 
Respite care provides short breaks for primary caregivers. (+ social and spirituality icon) 
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Narration: 

Family Support 360 offers more services to promote independence and community living. Environmental accessibility 
adaptations are physical changes to the home that help a person be more independent.  
Specialized medical adaptive equipment and supplies covers various adaptive equipment and medical supplies that help 
people with daily living. Some examples of adaptive equipment include: 
• Communication devices/books recommended by the therapist, school, or doctor
• Bathing lifts/chairs 
• Adaptive beds 
• Adaptive eating and cooking utensils 
• Medication minders 
The nutritional supplements service covers meal replacement beverages.
Family Support 360 also covers vehicle modifications, which are changes to vehicles in order to help meet the mobility needs
of a person.
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Narration: 

To summarize, here is a side-by-side comparison of the services offered through each HCBS waiver. 
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Narration: 

When thinking about which services might best meet you or your family member’s needs, it is important to think about your 
vision of a good life and choose the path that is right for you.  
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Narration: 

For more information about which services will best meet your needs and how to apply for either CHOICES or Family Support 
360……you can reach an Intake Specialist with the South Dakota Division of Developmental Disabilities by calling toll free 1-
833-663-9673 and press Option 2 or send an email to DDDIntakeProcess@state.sd.us. You can also find additional 
information by visiting https://dhs.sd.gov/serviceoptions.aspx 

 

- END  - 

 

https://dhs.sd.gov/serviceoptions.aspx
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